Name :

Objects of Preposition
Rewrite each sentence with the indirect object as the object of preposition.
Example: Mary gave Alice a cookie.
Mary gave a cookie to Alice.

1)

Mom made Tim cheese pizza.

2)

Riley paid the mechanic $500

3)

John gifted his mom Gain
a bamboo
plantaccess
complete

4)

Clara bought her kitten a scratcher.

5)
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6)

Fanny made her pet birds a feeder.

7)

Dan got me a new book.

8)

Dereck made the kids a tree house.
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Answer key

Name :

Objects of Preposition
Rewrite each sentence with the indirect object as the object of preposition.
Example: Mary gave Alice a cookie.
Mary gave a cookie to Alice.

1)

Mom made Tim cheese pizza.
Mom made cheese pizza for Tim.

2)

PREVIEW

Riley paid the mechanic $500

Riley paid $500 to the mechanic.
3)

John gifted his mom Gain
a bamboo
plantaccess
complete

4)

Clara bought her kitten a scratcher.
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6)

Fanny made her pet birds a feeder.
Fanny made a feeder for her pet birds.

7)

Dan got me a new book.
Dan got a new book for me.

8)

Dereck made the kids a tree house.
Dereck made a tree house for the kids.
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